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'ABSTRACT

discontinuance at colleges and universities, the elements of program

review, and a framework for developifig long-range organizational
planning are considered. Program discontinuance refers to the merger

of related programs, the elimination of certain degrees or programs
within.departments, and'the closing .of entire departments. Attention

is directed to discontinuance initiated by state higher education

agencies, institutions, and individUal schools and colleges. Most of

the information for the anallisis is-based on case stddkes and

research on latge public institutions and state higher education
agekcies; a survey of 46 state agencies also revealed that a nucleus

of 26.siates are initiating or recommending,terminations.

-Additi-onally7-a-literature-revi-ew considers-society-at large-and-the-

psychology of decline and policy-formation, especially policies of

termination. The following steps of program review are examined:

initiating program discontinuance; the review process itself,
Including the seleption of models and evaluation criteria; the

decision-making stei); and implementation of the decision and

assessment of impacts,on students, faculty, academic programs, and

institutional budgets and organizational behavior. It is proposed.

that the institution needs: policies, data, and personnel to design

strategies for program discontinuance;'review teams and a continuous

review proceis; sunset provisions a stipulation calling for

periodic program evaluationY; and plrovisions for incentivescand

rewards at various stages in the discontinuance process. A

biblkography is aPpended. (SW)

The origin and extent of -program reduction and
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Foreword

In our growth tented society the pi ospect of nut being able to,expand
or, at the very least, maintain the status quo is very distiessing to people.
The _negative, at times .ioleut, pablic reaction to the oil embargo of the
cal ly 1970s and the U.S. automobile mandacturers' reluctance to develop
smaller, more fuel-effictent cars, are examples of this phenomenon.

This is no less true for highei education institutions. As the pressures
of declining enrollments, state and federal rev enues, and endow ments.
coupled v years of high inflatitin hay e increased, the institutions hav e
been forced to address the issue of adjusting their priorities in ordei to
balance their budgets. This condition was earlier addressed by Kenneth
P. Mortimer and Michael L. Tierney in "The Three "R's" of the Eighties.
Reduction, Reallocation, and Retrenannent (AM-1E-ERICilighei Research
Report No. 4, 1979).

The initial reactions of the institutions were to control expenses by
simply nut spending. This took the form of deferring maintenance and
salary increases, making du ith av ailable equipment, and avoiding pur-
chasing new items such, as books and periodicals En the library . It did
not take long to realize that this way of coping was dysfunctional to th.:
educational mission of the institution. While in the short run it may hay e
been successful in balancing the budget, in the lung run it meant decreas-
ing morale for the faculty and ability to maintain cm erall academic qtiality
The luag-term solution lay in adjusting the activ ities of the institutions
in such a way that enough funcls were available to meet the needs of those
areas must central to the institution. Some areas had to be eliminated in
order to provide money to ensure the quality of other areas.

It is 4his process of constructively identifying the areas that are of high
priority to the institutions and the areas that might be reduced or elim-
inated that is addressed in this Research Report. Gerlinda S. Melcliiori,
coordinator of academic affairs in the College of Literature. Science, and
the Arts at the University of Michigan, has carefully analyzed and syn-
thesized the major literature on program reduction and discontinuance.
This analysis, combined with her own research, pros ides a positive frame-
work for dey eloping long-range organizational planning tc") meet the real-
ities offuture revenue while minimizing the potential disruption caused
by program discontinuance. By understanding the expel ience of other

4
institutions, administrators and faculty w ill be bettei equipped to direct
the future of their own institution.

Jonathan D. Fife
Direoor
rib-r Cletwinghouse on Iligher Education
The George Washington University
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Overview 0

"Prugrain discontinuance tile term tu many connotes declin ae, n ad-
ay

%ersary rdationship, and turmoil. Tlus.munogiaph suggests tltat prugtam
discontinuance Lan be a proacte and realistic tool fin retrenchment in
that it has a potential use in changing curricula and in teducmg budgets.
These potentials cannot be realized-as long as program discontinuance is
initiated by 'de/a/dias a reaction tu immediate. intense financial prof),
leinss-'-rather. than, 4by tkoign As a proactive, lung-range planning tool
requiring lead time and startup resources.

In the absence uf a uniform definition. the kiln "pi ()grim discontin-
uance" is used in a broad sense, including the merger uf related progiams,
the diminatim uf certain degrees in progranis within departments. and
the closing of entire departments. The monograph deals ith discuntin- 3 A
uance initiated by state agencies ful highet cdtication, by institutions, And
by hulk idual schools and colleges. Must of the information is based upon
case srudks (Amid ieeaih on large public Institutions and state agencies
fur higher education. Although it is assumed that must uf the issues
cussed apply in varying degrees to small andor pm ate institunons, then
application must be evaluated within the contest of a gi% en.situation._

Program discontinuance is a tool for reduction that supports differ-
ential rathei than across-the-board reductams, 'and-it is a tuul I'm change
in that the reduction tollows a thurougkast,essment uf tilt_ needs for and
quality of an institution's cut i Lula. The intent tu dose academic programs
touches the very pulse uf an institution, the cut ricula, and the faculty,

'causing rnany obstacles to appeal. To muddle through this labyrinth of
hindrances, questhitr-,...uulptithlems is not tmough_to ded_with the jo
'Of retrenchment prediuted fur the future. Thus, the earlier an institution
ur a system uf highei education plans fin systematic program discuntln-
uance, the less traumatic the actual reduction and change will-5e.

The first step in that direction is to identify existing ubstacles, one of
which is the difficulty in accepting tin, notion uf continuously deo easing
resuurcs (enrollment andur funds). A s ubbui n adherence tu strategles
or reduction frum previous times uf trout) s (such as tiimmthr bydgets,

p stpon;ng remit ations,, and rdeasing untet ired faculty) Indicates that
N le ha% e diffkulty in giving up the hope l a return to grow th and

02.!.1kIirnes. Socialized tu expect regular incre, es, peuple find it slow
4fainful t reverse that psychology. Another set of obstacles includcs

the IdhercnL{ t tiaditam, the formation 01 Speofi t. personal loyalties,
and the soda ization of people into iub norms, these modes of behav tut
ni lead tu ini t Id and a resistance tu chalge. Lung standing pulicies and
emit lement,, sifch as tenure and due proc.:ss, alsu constrit le pal ticulai ly
stiong forces tlilt i esist change. Finally, the lack of St1441CS, lot imple-
menting the in dification, merge! ui dIsLontinuance ul Lul tic t and the
lack of expel iet Le in working in untested tei i ain are also ubstac

"The second step, then, is to eliminate these obstacles 01 tu stint:
circum%ent the n stiategically. That effort includes the iev ie ke existing
policies, which n time ma\ lead to the development uf new policies for
programdkcont Amant.L'' ul other provisos that w Ill undo granclfat het clft.m.s.

hogram Discontimiance
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Sometimes no`thing short of a change in specific personnel o,an entire

administration is required to break up traditional managerial thinking

an I established modes uf behavior. The most important aspect, however,
....-

is s ill ine creation-of-a solid, professional process of program review.

Aid), iugh the closure of a program may be triggered,by a variety of reasons,

it almost -always follows a more ot less 'comprehensive process consisting

of initiation. program review', decision making, and evaluation,
Inutatunt. When state agencies initiate a review, quantitative iripwires

(tcpica4 measures of cost and efficiency) are used to identilt possible

candidates !or termmanon. Institutions that initiate the process tend to
-,..Y use a mixture of criteria for efficiency and elfectiyeness to single out can-

didates lor.closure. The issues Or exactlY how to identify potential pro-

granis lor closure and to what extent'ilic al lected faculty can and_ought

to be consulted continue to be vexing probli.ilis-.-
Program review. Although mneli has'been wrirten abput a whole ralibe

of criteria, the review ultiMately comes' down to issues of quality and

centrality. Guidelines and general critelia for review and discontinuance

_ 's1n)uld developed in light of the institution's mission. A designated unit,

perhaps the institut,on's research offia!;shonlil cbllect the dam for specif ic

reviews. .. .

Decision maknig. The answer to the question of who on wItT leivl

decides to terminate a program depends upon the prevailing tradition of

governance. The role of the faculty (advisory?) should be clearly delineated

vis-a-vis the role of the administration (decisin makingA The develop-,
men t of coping mechanisms (e.g., provisions to retrain fact,Ity, seed money

:------16Y-ri:search7incenttves-for -ret iVeill ent)-mayfunction_addi4 i on a I wa vs

to circumvent and prevent potential resistance to discontinuance.
Evaluation. As program discontinuanees leave behind a trail of re-

sentment, accusations, and disrupte 1 careers, it is nth surprising to find

that their impact is rarc4y studied. )After all, in most eases the cast of

actors tiwolved in a given process is 'rely present to analyze the impact,

Nonetheless, more studies should focus on such subjects as elimination

resulting from generic and thematic mergers, partial discontinualice, and,\
other strategies.

lie third and final step in making discontinuance less traumatic cn-
'

. ails the cultivation of an overall constructive climate for reduction: the

etblishment of guidelines for program discontinuance, the development

of sunset provisions, and the creation of structures for incentives and

rewards. An overall, time-ordered process for coping 'iv' th change should

be developed`before any program discontinuations are initiated. The pur-

pose of thinking through the situation,at hand, the goals to be achieved,

and the strategies and tactiFs to achieve these goals is to induce planning

Ibr reduction and thus, it is hoped, keep organizational stress and personal

pam to a Minimum.

2 Program Discontinuance



Genesis, Definition, and Extent of Program Discontinuance

'Alternatives for Retrenchment: Concepts and Strategies
The majority of states and their institutions of higher education are in the
midst of reductions on all fronts. budgets, faculty, enrollment, student
support, research support, and curricular offerings. Much has been mitten
about possible strateg:es for reduction, and-case studies and surveys of
both institutional and smut reduction processes Itave burgeoned Para-
digm and theoretical frameworks analyzing characteristics and impact
have been developed. Controlling factors of these frameworks tend to be
priniarily budgetary or curricular in nature.

Budgetary reductions may consist of some or all of the following basic
strategies. adjusting budgetary standards (raising student, faculty ratius,
foi instance), enforcing propoo.omil budget cut., decentralizing control
uf rev enues and expenditures, and differentiating budget cuts according
to selective pi iorities (Balderston 1974).',A continuum of strategies re-
sponding to fiscal stress includes postponing, belt-tightening, cutting and
reallocating, searching for new funds, and planning and worry ing (Cheit
1971).

Curriculai strategies, in addition tu considering the reduction and dis-
continuance of existing programs, need tu take into -.ccount the continuous
need fo4r curricular change. Thus, program developmeth during times uf
ov erall reduction necessitates,internal reorganizations, msn-ger, modifi-
cation, and othei changes. One strategy involves* the u-eative reorgani-
zation and use of resources for the development of umbrella programs
that provide skills and knowledge cutting across the boundaries, of tra-
ditionardepartments. A second strawy Inv ()Iv es aggregating existing courses
into-new;interdisciplinaryframeworks-aclanderailaTklrweg 1979).

Before any changes are considered, however, programs must be ev al-
uated for worth and necessity. Sut?sequent adjustments in organization
consist of two basic options,--continuance or termination. In his liook on
decline in firms and organizations, Hirschman (1970) calls those two op-
tions "voice" and "exit." Voice is Rti attempt to first identify the causes
responsible fur the decline of a product or a program and thcn tu propose
(or voice) mechanisms fur improv ing its marketability if an anab sis shows
that It warrants continuation. Exit, on the other hand, refers to the elim-
ination of a product or prop am if the rev iew indicates that it is, nu longei
iable, compatible, ur essential. Hirschman stresses the importance uf

considqing not onb these two pules but also the options in between.
Testing the elasticity between,retention and elimination means consid-
ering options and dot:1(4)4 innovative alternatives. Hirsdiman's model
of adjusting tu decline in effect proposes to seei the optimal balance
between voice and exit.

What then are the curricular options in response to decline? Leaning
on the Hirschman model for anabsis, Melchiori in her 1980 survey of state
agendes lot higher education focused un panel ns uf program-reduction.
A comprehensiv e database from 46 participating states pros ided infol
mation regarding the range of options available for redu,tions in pro-
grams, the frequency of their use, and tlieir specific attributes.

Program Discontinumwe *3
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endpoles ol continuation.and termination (Ilirschman!s voice and exit).Basid on.the responses, two'Ltegories in addition to the established,

seem to occupy the gray area 'between the two extremes. Labeled "mod-

ification" and "merger," they represent larious degrees of. curricular change.

Arranged in a continuum, the four categories and variations within are

presented in the tabre on.page 5.
With regard to contiz,mation, a program may be cdminued "as is" or

placea on implicit or explicit probation. Two variations are pertinent:
contingent continuation, which supports continuation peoding the ful-

fillment of specifically stated conditions, e.g., securing funds or attaining

accreditation; mukonditional continuation, which implies that aprogram

is placed on probation'for a stated period of time. Conditions may' indicate

that !he program will b'e phased out unless more students are attracted

to .rt 'or the quality of the faculty is upgraded,
The second category. modification, contains a variety o( options thnt

are designed Jo explore the elasticity of a progranis pOterVtiaf for-change

if the initial agreement is that the pyogram is morth retaining, albeit with

feWer resources. Several options for change are noted in the table.
Moving even closer to exit, »zergeralso tests the flexilinity of a partic-

ular program. A decision for inei.ger signals that retention is feasible only

if major adjustments are made, such as pooling resources o reiiligning'

programs.The determinants for selecting a specific variationof the merger

are directly related to the weaknesses of the programfor example, a 1

çr
deelining_student_pooL;-high-costs-of,equipmrmt-,-cpinpumi
changes in the discipline and marketplaCe.

The lourth category, termmation, leaves behind the area of exploring,

options and enters a less fluid arena. Although any of the previous three ts

eategories may eventually include program discontinuance, thil,categdry

states such intentions much, more bluntly. Typically, terminatibn entails

the elimination of specific degrees within a department or the discodtin.

uance of programs whose faculty and students already have dwindled

away. The elimination of academic departments and entie colleges is

miniMal.

Program otstontinuance: Its Parameters and Definitions
What constitutes program discontinuance The tem is as difficult-to de-

tine as "program" itself. A progrtim can be described as a constellation

of elements serving a common set of objectives (Tbppigt; and Miyatitki

1973). These objectives can be expressed in terms of intellectual, analyt-

ical, or practical skills or in terms of degrees. A. degree 'Program can be

defined as an area of specialization (major) for which recognition is in-

tended to be given by conferring a degree (Barak 1975, p. 38).

Programs differ in duration, size, input, and outcomes (Weiss 1972).

Most importantly, programs differ in scope. The scope of a program for

higher education could he described as a program within a department,

a department within a particular school or college, a school or college

within an institution, or arKiinstitutional program (mission) within tlie

4 Program Discontinuaace
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Variations and_Alternative, for Reductions in Acadetnic f!togragiS

Voice Voice-Exit Continuum

t

Exit

Conihnuoion Merger Teri 'On

Unconditional continuation

Contingent continuation

Conditional continuation

Changes in structure of
program

Changes ia curricular-
design

Changes in mode of Generic mergei
delivery

Reductions in budget/staff Thematic

niergei

Generalphase-down Supra-institutional merger
(consortia, rotation)

DepartmentaLtnergo

Merger b dispersal

Elimination of papci
p rogra

El im Ma t ion of speo I a,
degree

Elimination of degree-
graiffing authority

C:ani

El im ia t ion oklepartment

Elimination,of unit/
departmemAllege,

ft,7-1



state. According to this hierarch o scope, the elimination of a program

could be called proitram discontinuance (closure, termination) However,
from the perspective of the next highei [eye!, the department, the discon-
tinuance of that program is a reduction of its (departmental) program,
and so on.

To overcome this confusion and lack of cleat delineation, administra-
tbig have used some or all ol the follow mg results as indicators of program

discontinuance:

removal of references in the LIM% ersity or colic e catalog defining*
the program as a separate study area

elimination-of a separately budgeted unit
elimination of a unit that enjoys separao: status tbr ugh common

use in a given dePartment, e.g., community psychology (sometimes

referred to as "partial discontinuance")
removal of tenured faculty from an identifiable unit
elimination of specific degree levels from a program.

61'

Within the context of this paper, the term "disccntinuance" is base&

'all these uses.
, .The definition of program cbscontinuance also depends on politics.

Based on the research on program reduction and actual experience with

various disconnnued programs, the definition must include all of the above

indicators if it seems desirable to administrators.to avoid the label'pro-

gram discontmuance." If, on the other hand, the gbal is to make an ex-

ample of a discontinuance case (perhaps to get public attention or to apply

available guidelines), the definition includes only one criterion; e.g the

elimination a a Ph.D. program in a given field suffices to speak of .a
program discontinuance. In any case. no uniform definition of progranr
discontinuance exists, and the selection of that term may be based upon

political or strategic considerations rather than preestablished absolute

values.

Hisorital Genesis pf Progra m Discontinua nce
During the early 1970s, the phrase "program discontinuance" gained pop-

ularity as some states began to consider closing programs to reverse pre-

vious curricular proliferation and to respond to declining; enrollmer.t and
budgets. The term soon took on negative connotations as some faculty

were relieved of their teaching duties. The reaction that these events were
happening for the first time is understandable if one remembers that
highin- education had grown tremendously'in recent memory. But clearly

meagertimes ha& occurred be." ire, and perhaps studying the historical
perspective would provide clues about what strategies had been employed

and what kinds of benefits could be derived to-better adjust and plan for

current reductions.
Books on the history of American higher education or pahicular uni-

versities tend to refleei their authors' zeitgeist. Because a basic charac-
,

6 0 Program Discontinuance



teristic ut uui national thinking is to ecpect growth, events tend to be
iccorded in terms of expaIlsh111. a}.1ch t ion, and dey elupments (e.g.. Peckham
1967). Nunetheless, a ealekil leading uf Instuly books abuut higher edu-
cation let eals intor matani regarding I culled tes to increase enrollment.
reallocate scarce tundsmd reduce laeultv and staff (Brubachet 1977,
Brubachei and RudY 1968, Holstadter and Smith J961, Shannun 1960).
Ot particulai alue is Makulm M. Willey's 1937.elassic. Deplesion, Re-
cover, and Higher LihoAtio.n. The fulluw mg Pal ag: aphs summai ize sumc
uf the eatisjs enchment, the managnient uf p1 ublemsind sume ul
the outcomes.

r.

Causes for Mod stress. Thi uughuut the culuntal periud, many inst it ut luns
f uf highei educatiun were plagued by fiseal stiess. The eauses weir: usually

the lack of enuugh cm ullment and.oi a steady tax base. AY eraging only
eight graduates a yeal during Its first 75 years, Halyard suffered frum a
chronic lack of funds (Hammond 1976, p. 12).

rulkm ing the ley olution and the tiansplanting of kleas based on the
European Enlightenment, Inghei edueattun fui decades enjuyed high sta-
tus and relative security. Duriru; the 19th century , Iruwev et se% eal trencis
cuirtiibuted to economic diffieulties, foreing many plot:tams tu
jnated and many colleges tu be closed. One reason as the grow th yf
religious diversity and the resulting eumpetition fur both students and
support. AdminiAtiaturs suun realized that denominational coexistence
v.as necessary for sun iv al. Soon religious requirements were relaxed fur
othei denominations, in faet, minority representation (of uthei denomi-
nations) un guy el inng boards was sometimes granted (Bi ubachet and Rudy
1968, p. 9). ,

A second cause fur fiscal, stress NS as the trend toward ehminating re-
ligious %Armful of colleges. Beginning even before the Ciy il War, influential
and wealthy "men of affairs" began tu take the governing icins out of the
haiids of the 'ministry . These people Mel e interested mainly in prepai [ng
students foi leadership in burgeoning industries. rilled with elassical
sehulars. uniYersities resisted the abandonment of then fiaditional clas-
sieal eurricula in favor uf pragmatic subjects. Instead, faculty argued tl.at
the merchants and far mos should also be ti awed in the classical cu r ic-
ilium (I lofstadtei and Smrth 1961). As late as 1875. Pi esident Ang II uf
the Um% ersIt of Miehiga opposed the opening of a dental sehool heeause
dentistry was nut an intellectual discipline (Peckham 1967, p. 72).

Perhaps the must 'serious threat tu lughei edueation uceurred dui ing
the Depression. Acern ding tu Willes (1937), financial exigency existed for
highei edueation in 1932-34. Picceded by a deeade of growth (enrollment
doubled). institutions were (weed Jnto diastie actions'. eutting back sal
sines at first, then i educing faculty. then closing prugiams and enthe
clepaitmentsIlutehihs an Chieago eliminated 34 pi ogiams (Hammond
1976, p. 12)--and temporarily closing entire schools. An aetual
eniullment decline of 8 pei cent occuried in highei education from 1932
through 1934. Thereafter, the upward tiend resumed, and by 1935-36

Program Di.scoutimiance,-7



enrollment surpased the pre-Dept ession peak (Wille) 1937, p. 234) -There

was little time and need then to plan foi long-range systematic reduction
Despite the economic severity of the depression, purchasing power of

faculty salaries did not decline. It is-a pity that Willey's_book is-Minted
to the quantitatit e,analysis of those faculty who-rem-dined in their posi-
tions. Thus, no accounts of those who-waCT-orced to lea% e exist The actual
number seems to have_bcen-qiiite low, less than 3 percent of the teaching

staff. primmilrufS-tructors (Wine% 1937, Table 7, p. 28).
most recent period of retrenchMent occurred during World War

Il as many potential students entered the service and more and more
resources were pumped into the defense industry. Problems of enrollnrient
and economics tendecl to be quickh eliminated, Avever, as the govern-

ment increasingly demanded and supported nulitary courses and war
research on campuses. In addition, many faculty members were granted
leaves for government ser% ice. Thus, although the enrollment declined,
excess faculty was not a problem.

In sum, fiscal stress consisted of the twin problemsof lack of enrollmeht
and adequate funding, these symptoms in 'turn were caused IA institu-
tions competing for mailable students, by national prion;:c.,` competing
for attention, and funds, andior by temporary hardships in the economic
fiber. None of the historical .,ources implied that these times of troubles
were anything but transient and temporary. The United States was still
ascending to world poei, and there were no limitseconomic, geo-
graphie, or psychologicalin sight.

Strategies for retrenchment and their outcomes. Similarities can be noted
in'the way institutions historically responded to pressures Although in-
stitütions' roles and missions were examined, expendituees scrutinized,
and programs audited, there tended to be no substantial changes in ad-
ministrative practices toward lung-range planning and the development
of policies about reduction. Measures seemed to hate been reactive and
ad hoe and were assumed to betemporary and transitional The following
strategies can be inferred from historical sources:

- applying across-the-board and program-specific cutbacks
encouraging interinstitutional cooperation
evaluating programs and introducing sporadic reductions and,phase-

outs
creating new intere_. courses and "emergency courses to draw

additional enrollment
lowering entrance requirements
implementing institutional -hiring freezes
releasing faculty. particularly nontenured people
encouraging early retirement and using nonpromotion tactics
reassigning and/or transferring faculty
limiting employment periods (Willey 1937; Hofstadter and Smith
1961; Brubacher and Rudy 1968; Brubacher 1977).
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To highlight the implications of these strategies. It seems appropriate
to summarize the more-long-Iangc outcomes that resulted from the earliei
periods of retrenchment:

I. A spirit of opportunism seems to ha% e emcrged =lux quickly. courses
iriagricultural economics during Reconstruction, Nev. Deal emergency
education prorams, World War 11 on-campus military training courses.
ROTC.
2. The lowering of entrance requirements t'ended to result in a real or
perceived decline in quahty , which in turn induced a return to tradi-
tional courses, stiffer student quality control, and more structured
curricula.
3., An exodus of good faculty from the uni% ersities tended to result in
a decline in academic research to the benefit of industry or go% ern ment.
4. Both state and federal intervention increased with additional ap-
propriations; research grants, student financial aid programs, or legal
requirements Government's role continued beyond the exigency pe-
riod because tederal programs, once instituted, were rarely terminated.
5. Pleas for the development of role and mission often remained un-
answered by the institutions. Typically, they Initiated neither sum-
mative nor long-cange formative plans. Subsequent grow th periods
(the 1880's, after 1935, after 1947) once again evolved in a fairly laissez-
faire mode (Brubacher and Rub) 1968; Hofstadter and Smith 1961.

"Peekham 1967; Shannon 1960; Willey 1937).

Retrenchment today. While declines in enrollment and resources are fa-
miliar to higher education today , additional components make the current
climate different. The age of American grow th and expansion has ended.
Natural resources have become scarce, and competition for them has in-
creased. The United States is no longer the awesome giant but increasingly
interdependent upon other nations. And there is little hope that this sit-
uation will change in the near future. Nur can change be expected in highei
education. Most state budgets are deeply impo%erished, and the pool of
future traditional s, adents is predicted to decrease over many years: In-
deed, long-range decreases are predicted for all but a few states.

In light of the fundamental ,difference between pre% ious periods of
retrenchment and the current situation, it is all the more disturbing to
note that, despite years of warning, strategies Col reduction continue to
be reactive, ad,hoc, and mostly unplanned. Cheit's sun ey (1971) indicates
that initial responses to fiscal stress are postponing, belt-tightening, and
cutting. Planning dues nut enter the picture until the fifth and final phase.
'Similarly, a study of policies regarding the reduction of staff at 163 in-
'stitutions (two-year, four-year, and senior public and pri% ate institutions)
shows the following measures, listed-in order of :heir reported frequency.

I. not filling vacancies
2. terminating nontenured faculty

Program DiscoMMumice 9
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3. terminating part-time faculty
4, terminating teaching assistance
5. encouraging early retirement, es )ecially for-faculty with h.gh sen-

iority
6. reassigning faculty and staff to tew areas
7. intensifying evaluation of perfoi mance (Sprenger and Schultz 1974,

p. 221).

Current Level of Program Discontinuance
During the past few years, researcners have attempted to collect nation-

wide data on retrenchment (Hample-and kaelke 1980). Such research has

been successful to tilt oxtent that Surveys were able to determine the extent

_to which_pol !cies and regulations pi oyide for iinplementing program dis-

continuance, releasing faculty, etc. On neithiFr on the state level noi the

institutional level has it been possible to collect hard data. The difriculties

are many; the sheer size of such an undertaking; problems of defining

what constitutes program discontinuance; timing (date of initial decision

versus date of implementation); as well as a host of other sensitive Issues.

The Carnegie Commission in 1979-80 polled 2,308 institutions regarding

theexistence of policies and practices for handling retrenchment: 40 per-

cent (995 institutions) responded. The information collected consists of

data on frequency of conditions requiring retrenchment among the indi-

vidual types of institutions, extent of unionization, reasons for reductions,

and the extent of faculty rights for appeal, retention, and reappointment.
Data on the extent of reduction activitiesandoutcomes were not collected

At the state level, a surve,y, of 46 state agencies forhigher education

reveals that a nucleus of 26 ug-tates-isAnyolved in recommending, initiating,

and adding on program discontinuance. An additional six states are

initiating or recommending terminatcong. Although not involved in pro-

gram review at the state level, these 'six states do have aCcess to some

information about programs. In terms of types of boards, 84 percent of

the participating governing boards and 73 percent of the 22 coordinating

agencies are involved to some degree ih terminating programs (Melchiori.

1980, p. 72).
A number of variables in the remaining 14 states have caused the

agencies to not be involved in any program discontinuance. Some agencies

have no authority to do so, while others would have the power but feel

that,program discontinuance is an institutional responsibilityy and should

be administered on that level only.,One state 1dentified-itself as a growth

state for higher education, while four states have been trying for years to

initiate at least,re,view procedures but have lost in power struggles against
powerful institutional lobbying groups or influential legislators.

On the state level too, the politics of the issue makes it difficult to
collect hard data on program discontinuance. Some of the respondents'
,explanations were clothed in the general verbiage of technical difficulties;

others clearly mentioned that political forces were at play. Respondents

made the following observations:
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State agencies rarely collect follow-up information on theft own
suggestions for program dis5.ontinuance to the institutions. If neces-
sary, an agency might be able to learn -In approximate number of
programs discontinued by counting th.: program offerings per insti-
tution and comparing those figures to previoUs years'.

Some states have adopted the policy of not revealing-the number of
terminations to deempbasize program discontinuauce as a specific goal
and to avoid creating a destructive climate.

Problems of definition abound; in many cases, ncither institutions
nor agencies are Interested in fine-tuning the program discontinuance
continuum into partial and complet e. terminations so that they can
account fur their activities more specifically.

Program discontinuance is a public relations issue in that many
institutie and.agencies try to appease legislators and appropriation
committees w ith figures indicating that all involved are doing their
best to reduce programs. Implications are that these figures arc kept
flexible, depending upon tbeir purpose and the audience,

Finally, the sentiment seems to exist that a public prclamation of
high numbers.cif program discontinuances would reflect poorly upon
state agencies Work. After all, had a good state master Man been de-
veloped, had program proliferation not been allowed to, happen, had
agencies been able to cohsult and influence their, constituencies ap-
propriately, fewer prograins would now be superfluous.

4,:ven though no comply ensive data are available, an increasi g body
of case studies reveals deh...riptive information on problems,-benell s, and
dilemmas assoclated vv,'"ili program discontinuance on both the institu-
tional a d the state lievels. These case studies are the basis for clpser
scrtinj in subsequcjIt sections. 4

4%71_. //
-;i. /
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Literature on Dedine, Change,.and Discontinuance

In view of the author's belief that many of the probleMs associated with
terminating programs indicate a much larger phenomenon, namely The
inability of society to cope with decline in general, the literature reviewed
for this monograph goes well beyond higher educationbeginning with

----society ar large and the psychology of decline, moving to an analysis of
tite formation of policy. . especially policies of termination, find finally
discussing spec* instances of program discontinuarce at both the state

leveland at the mititutional level.

Societal Change and the Psychology df-Decline
The discontinuance of academic programs is Oecurrjug within an era of
adjustment to a no-growth future for society in general.

,Our society is psy chok.gteally unprepared to face nongrowth, decline,

or defeat (Michael 19,68), After decades of expansion and superlatives, of

gams in power:and influence, Americans hate been socialized to expeet
regular increases and increases in increases (Callan and :Jonsen 1976). We

now need to learn to live with gloomier prospects before any constructive
plans for dealing with decline will be erptionally accepted and imple-
mented. This Ideology upon which national programs are tiustifiedis
only recently beginning to catch up with that reality.

Some scholars have already gone so fat ,as to predict the possibility of

an Z. titudinal collapse (perhaps even an actual collapse) of our present
systeri of higher education. "Structures as great in nature and more pow- f
erful in expression than the university have come and gone in history"
(Nisbet 1971, p. 204). Higher education could share the fate of the medieval

church, the guild, rural living, and the landed aristocracy (Nisbet 1971).

Such display of negativism reminds one of the comment that the discourse
within the modern university is all too often its members playing the role
of doomsayer, predicting that the worst is yet to comi.. (Wheeler 1978, p

50). An expert on,societal change and societal learraing, Michael predicts
that this society will have to be ready to embrace uncertainty, role stress,

and constant change more than ever before(1968). On the other hand, this

decline in resources might be adt antageous: "Once the psychological trauma

of an end-of growth has been surmounted, the new era of limited resources

could readily be met with a new sense of pioneering" (Hechinger 1980, p.

39).
It is no surprise then that organizations at least temporarily, whether '

consciously or unconsciously , resist change. Obstacles to change have been

categorized in three ways:
-. -,

-1, -

the collective benefits of organiz.ational stability and the power of

calculated pposition to change and innovations
"mental finders," such as programmed behavior, the socialization

of people nto job no
)
ms. identification with a specific support group,

and bure ucrane proliferation, which tend to contribute to the creation
of "tunn .1 vision" and make it difficult to proselytize for change

sys ter a t ic obstacles, such as specific policies, limited resources, en-
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s ininmental conditions, a limited market,A-s-ipraorganizational loyal-
ties, and cross-cutting Jurisdictions, wl ich only reinforce the
aforementioned behas !oral characte.iStics (Kaufman 1971, p. 21r

.

Kaufman recommends set eral ways to accom ish ehange. electinst a
, new adnunisuation so as to present' the loimati n of

servatism, encouraging an influx of new ideas and pc tep1e so as count .r
the (levelopment of psychological barriers to ch,? ge, asoiding the des I

opment of antithetical coalitions, and les los ing and theieby eliminatil g
other existing systemic obstacles (471).

The Policy Cycle-and the Termination of Policies I
While mans of these systenuc obstacles are not under the direct stessa-i-d-
ship of an organithion, barriers in the form of existing policies canpill
be changed and made to support rather than hindei the process of change:
An organizational policy can be defined as: :

. :
.....,:: ,,....an abstraction or generalization about urgarnzanmuil trat ror mat

has structural impticanons for the organization. Such generalizalion can
be made retrospeanvly, as recognitions of awing practice, ori 4rospec-
lively, that is policy making, the making of general sunemenis vf what
organizational behavior shall be The mak,-ing of policy in dui seve is at
once a catego o. of decision making, an aspect of or8'anizatuina4change,
and perhaps the most significant expression of leadershni. .. . The di-
mensions ,of polict making are the formulation of organdanonal goals
anio-bjectivgs, and the formulation of strategies and procediires forachiev-
Mg and assessing progr ss toward such.goals (Katz and!Kahn 1978; p.
477). . :

---------_____i
According to this definvron, an org, tzation's decisR- to ieeyJts

products or academic programs by certa n en tall ,r1u d ssequently eliin-
mate those falling below a defined stal par(constitkitis'the formulation
of a new-policy. Such ,a policy, would allow instnutgi is to r9ise their
organizational policies, most of which are the pioducts f an era of gross th
and expansion, iind subsequeinls develop new Mid 's and strategies in

1..
line with the current climate of reduction.

Political scientists and organizational behaviorims hay, e been increas-
ingly actise in research ot, the formation 4nd administration of [jai.), so .

as to understand the dynamics of specric policies and their relationship
to organizational behas ior (Nagel 1978). This research Bs typically em-
phasized the initiation and implementation of policy, and considerably'
fewer efforts has e been expended on imalyzing the final step in the policy

*S,sternk onstaLles tu program dist.untintiame in Indict eduLation hate been a
p rticular problon as institutions hat e to Lonsider AAUP tAmeman Assudation of

,tersity Professors) regulations, union requirements, and thOi (mit finanual
coAditions.
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cycle, namely the termination ol a polio In his research on the termi-
nation of policies, DeLeon (1978) finds that although some types of ter-

nunation, such as divorce, death, and re.% olution, have, received great
attention, the t ernunat ion of policies has been ignored in the overall anal-

ysis of the policy cycle.
Drawing on othei scientists' work, DeLeon pioposes ail analysis ol

policy along the lollowing MN steps. initiationIntervention, estimation;
selection, implementation, ealuation, termination. The first step includes

the recognition of a problem (e.g., budgetary shortfalls), the defin;tion of
the new objective, and the generation of possible options and strategies
for implementation. The esurnatiOn stage weighs the costs and benefits
of each alternative against fhe overall objective. During selection, the
decision maker chooses among the options. The policy is then translated
into specific programs (actions) and carried out during the implementa-
tion stage :In the evaluation stage, the effects of the-programs relative to
the stated objective are assessed, and' unanticipated consequences that
may have occurred are ev aluated. Finally, the termination stage recog lizes

that a specific policy need not (or should not) live forc:er; once zi policy's
objective is reached and maintained, its relev ance and applicability should
be reconsidered and, if 'found redundant. outmoded, or dysfunctional, it
should be terminated (1978. pp. 280-81).

Why *has it been so difficult to plan and execute the termination of a
policy?' DeLeon identilies various reasons, intellectual reluctance, insti-

tutional permanence, dynamic conservatismontitermination coalitions,
legal obstacles, andlugh start-up costslor change (1978. p, 286). Bardach.
another member of the small circle of policy analystS currently studying

the natureuf obstacles to terminating policy, lists other obstacles: The
fear of the uncertain is a primary obsta...1e. Second, many policy makers
consider termination an admission of having made mistakes and thus
prefer letting the issue die in less conspicuous ways.Third. yery few pedple

or organizatsions develop incentives to make such adjustments easier or

more attractive. Fourth, this sockty tends to think that certain
or programs imply entitlement to something and that the myriad of "due

process" actions in higher educaton attest toghis notion (1976. pp. 128

29).
Bardach subsequently focused on the formiu ion of coalitions opposingN---

and favoring-germination and their potential influence on the success 'of
termination. To prevent the polarization of antitheses, certain conditions
may facilitate the termination pf a policy:

I. changing the ddministration currently in power
2. dekgitimizing the ideology-on which the policy is based '

3. cushioning the blowsupporting those expected to suffer from the

impact

-Regardmg higher education. ilus condition could, for instance, refer to delegiti-
miting the developments of new programs or growth intentiOns pei se
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4, taking advantage ol a period of turbulence during whkh many peo
ples' optimistic expectations are already loweiyd
5. ,building exit routes into the policy at the time it is formulated.

Two others can be added to this list:

developing ''sunset legislation," which means tha, if ihe conditions
that led to the formulation of a program or a policy no longer exist or
the criteria themselves need to be reassesse4, termination necomes a
possibilitYeand
7. emphasizing the constructive aspects,that would result from offi-
cially terminating a program or a policy, such 'as being able to free
monies, reorganize departments,* shift pcople (DeLeon 1978).

If these suegestions_for dek,eiopng constructive conditions fol termi-
nation seem to lack pragmatism, more practical, albeit political, "coping
mechanisms" may'be in order.

Don't float trial balloons. Mating trial balloons sometimeC, may be
a good tactic foi testing 15olitical winch,, but it nlay also polarize op-
position into powerful camq.

Enlarge the constituency ;of those who would benefit from the at-
tempted-change, focinstanpe, liberals, en% ironnwntalists, ecologists,
and economizers have been used fur proselytizing new ideas.

Take advantage of ideological shifts to demonstrate harm if nu change
occurs7in higher education, for example, taking advantage of a rea-
wakening of emphasis on bask language skills. Harm injeed could

'-----'occur if certain faddish programs were nut terminated in favor of real-
locating resources to the humanities:

Analyze the possibility of compromise (that is, alteration rather than
termination). If results are nut satisfactory, prepare for a "clean knock-
out" at the very beginning.:

On the state level, seek terniination through the executive branch
rather than the legislative branch of the government. Legislators who

_ale responsible for the establishment of a policy in the first place may
want to fight fur a compromise to save face. And legislators typically
du not like to face up to the negative impacts in their districts.

Be prepared fur short-term increases in cost; terminating a program
may not save money immediately becaus severance pay , retraining,
and other costs may be necessary. Fur shot-term ecOnomies, termi-
nptian may not be the route to go.

Appease those opposed to the termination %%11 new job offers and/
or severance pa). Planning and coordinating theie efforts must occur
dnring-the earliest stage of the attempted'ehange:

Analyze how much really needs to be eliminated, whichirretvirs weed-
ing" through the' economic, social, and ethical arguments put forth by
those favoring changc and evaluating theirY6 itimacy (Behn 197,8).

4

2
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Policies can be 'unmated byl"big bang" or "slow whimper" tactics,
Although Beim eon de imsell a proponent of the bjgbang termination,
many analysts urge at a bs, bang not occur beforc al other alternatives

have been considere and wei6 -d against the impact Thc termination
would have on those a wed by the lçision. The "spill-over" e clthe
conflict that nay resu alter the decis n is madeik zigo a fact r.,A
particular action ma e gendei enough co tier to luggest that, on 4:r-
anee, less dramatic acti would hate been p -ferable (Janis I972)_ Fi-
mill% , all decisions must e tustihabK, within tht..manization's overfill
commitment to long-rapge lanning and managerial 1:ominuitt t Katz ans.!

Kahir 1978). Thus, consider, ion of abruptly terminatinparticular pol-
icy or program oi eht to be receded by an analysis of possibility of

incremental dr ,te. (See Kar and Kalyn 1978, pp.-196-98, fodiscussion
of incremental change and the fra ,ndmtation of (lecision making.)

Several references have bee i4ade so far to the possibilitr ot linking
the terminatipn of a putieyto sit iultaneously occurring ideologicalshifts
(For a broad discussion of the p etiology of ideology, see Loyle 1977), A

4ublie health scientist writes:

Policy chqnge can frequently be raced to underlying changes in soCial

siructures. As the system evolves vet time, certain characteristics of the

changing social structure conflict vith ongoing policy, 'Ouch is in min
characterized by the absence of self- urrecting mechanisms. A major shift

m policy must be Instilled on the bas of a powerful system of beliefs dun
"inatehes",or has a close affinity with hanguig aspects ofsocial structure.

Ideology provides the intellectual amh notionalpressurerequired to "con-

vince" the system not merely to chan ,e itself but to change itself in a
particular way. Moreover, the sy,stem u 'beliefs, or ideology, must be suf.--

ficiently acceptable to relevant participa 4the ;system ,to overcome the

inertia of an earlier, competing ideology IdeologY therelme lends legiti-

macy to proposals for change. To the ext nt that it is characterized by a'
high degree 0 consensus, u nmy provide the policy arena with enough

pressure for changeenough "energy"=---4 avercame,the farces resisting

change (Camemn /978. p. 3046).

This reference to reaching consensus on the change of policy seems to

be a widely and openly practiced strategy ..For instance, since the advent

of the Reagan administration, an overall climate of cutting back has trick-
led down to various labor unions, "ich now seem ready to concede some

of their earlier gains; to the overall social benefit system, where earlier

' regarding qualifiers and let els of benefit are now threatened; and

to the entire system ol higher education, tt here a neA% itleology of "less is

better" has become the driving force at state and institutional levels.

Program Discontinuance at the State Level
Ever since the founding of Harvard in 1636, the colonies, and later the

states, have been involYed in the development of higher education (Car-
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negie Foundation 1975b) Whik this !intik ement was iclatively passise
for the first 200 years, the creation of thCpublic land-giant urns usities
in the 19th century gas c di impetus tu the establishment ofstate agencies
for higher education to formalize and sistematue the growth of postsec-
ondary institutions.

The rapid growth throughow the nation of voluntary , cool dimiting,
and governing state agencies foi public institutions is a lecent phenom-
enon. Wide a generation ago only a-fess states had any tspe of agency .

today only two state& operate without such a state agency . This author's
survey of program distiontinuance at the state les el confirmed the data of
khe 1975 study by the Education Commission of the States in which 28
states were shown to lime c\oordinajing agenues, while 20 states are op-
erating with a gm erning boa -d (Mekluori 1980). State t.,ourdination km
the private sector takes place through \ arious ts pes of agencies, ty pically
via the so-called 1202 commissio Forty-six, states now have a 1202 Com-
mission

Once established, these agencies havc nut remained'static but instead
hav'e shown definite trends toward consoliaating more and mute de mrc
or de facto authority (Riley and Baldridge 1977;9enny et 41. 1976). State
initiatives regarding change in academe might well operate beyond in-

,xstilitional thrusts, regional s Ales, andlocal LunipeiNun as they has e tu
consider the diserse needs of the entire state while keep'hig in mind as ad-
able state resources (Barak and Berdahl 1978). Others piechu that state
initiatives specifkally for program discontinuance ss ill gain momentum
during the decades to come (Baldridge et al. 1978, Halstead 1974) Several
forces thicourage this trend towai'd centralization: . \..,

..
The public deinands accountabilits in higher education, too in. iv

students and dollars are: now at staiie to allow institutional laisse
faire attitudes regarding tax dollars, quality , and priorities. ,

Intercampus and intersectOr rivalry between-community colleges
and ctimpichensise universufek, the pris ate And pdblic sectors, and
small and large campuses indirecly aupports.a "referee system."

The federal gus eminent pressures agencies tu adimpster and police
such actis itk's as financial aid and Iiicotectise laws fur minorities and
the handieappeds(Carnegie Foundation,1975b).i \
Some agencies base increased their power nicrenfentally (without for

many changing their mandate or legislation) by \requesting the enactment
of specific policies. These changes manifest themselves in active involve-
ment in coordinating, regulating, and es en consolidating activities fur
higher education, such as planning, dist 'buting funds, and .reviewing
urricula. One reason for the increase in Len ali4,41ezationis that institutions,

steeped in the habit of expecting incremen al budget grow t'l, have dis-
played severe reluctance hi go beyond across-the-board cutbacks and ac-
tually consider eliminating unproductive programs. Basically, reduction
occurred by 'default rather than by design. Placing priorities was done on

Program Discontimumcei 11
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an ad hoc basis; planning was reactive rather than proactive. Triggered

in part by this institutional Inertia, state agencies for higher education

increasingly attempted to inmate or enforce the reduction of,academic

progrus by e,stablishing more or less comprehensive procedures for re-

' viewing-programs. The purposes for such revicws were to increase finan-

,cial and political supervision, ensure inseitutional accoumability and

efficiency, and protect the cobsumer from poor quality (Mingle 1978).

Based on examples from individual-case studies'and gite visits. Barak

and Berdahl (1978) describe the finer nuances of relationships between

agencies and' iinstitutions, specifically with respect to procedures for re-

stiewing programs and the formal structures underlying these interfaces.

Building upon this protect. Melchiori's study (1980) of patterns of prograni

discontinuance was based on interviews with executives from 46 state

agencies and several site visits. Shesought to study mechanismsemployed

by the agencies for initiating program reviews and for suggesting program

discontinuance as one method of reallocating scarce funds and redirecting

or modifying curricula. She found that although state agencies differen-

tiate between autlas (defined as quantitative flagging processes), reviewv

(defined as program,assessruents on the basis of predominantly quanti-

tative criteria), and evaluations (defined as-program assessments empha-

siziefg qualitative criteria), the term "review" in most cases is used in an

all-encompassing sense of the word (M9laiori 1980).
Further she found that institutions provide very little feedback on the

kinds of retrenchment mechanisms selected, the program modification

undertaken, and the impacts achieved. A chronic problem in relationships

between state agencies and institutions is the tendency to coinmunicate,

even overstate, negative experiences, and to rarely publicize positive, con,-

structive changes. It is no surprise, then, that the study identified an

abundance of Stated prolflems and a dearth of constructive,suggestions

for reduction.
Based on.subsequent analysis, Melchiori (1981) identified eight Fate;

gories of obstacles to program discontinuance;

. .

I. Legal aspects
the lack of formal authority; the absence of guiding policies to en-

force aanges mid/or reductions in curricula
the existence of unionized factilty and AAUP guidelines, which often

a priori preclude the serious considerati9n of reducing teaching staff

the existence of Irandfather" clauses, which prohibit new policies

from being applied to previous arrangements

2. Interactive issues
the dilemmas associated with agencies' trying to superimpose co-

ordination over a constituency that is accustomed to governing itself

rather autonomously
the practice of decentralized university governance, which may pre-

sent difficulties in encouraging and supervising overall institutioaal

retrenchmenv
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theneed lot funds and .time to establish the bureaucracy required
to orgahtze statewide program reviews
3. Econornic issues

the absence of fiscal incentik es to encoura ge reductions or changes
in programs (e.g., enrollment.driv en *funding formulas that hav e no
incentives for "effiCiency")
F the belief on the part of institutional officers that the closing of some
programs niay resuk in a reduc uriiiirstate funds
4. Political it;sues

the mergeil interest groups (alumm,_students, facuk) , the public),
which ma iuit in powerful lobbying against closing a program

the circumvention by institutions of their state agency by going
directly to the legislature and possibly causing the change process to
become-a political issue

the support by legislators foi their own alma maters (particulaHy
in small states), which may result in institinions' beidg ekused from
participation in statewide efforts to reduce programs
5. Definitional shortcomings

the lack of agreement between agencies and institutions regarding
the content of a proper program in\ entory or a good state master plan

the absence of goals and object-iv es uPon which both institutions and
agencies-agree
6: Attitudinal issues-1.Z

the existenei: of tightly knit amps of executives who tend ty perpet-
uate long-established institutional alues and procedures and who may

_resent the initiation of any kind of chalige
the disagreements over values and expectations among technocrats,

politicians, and scholars regarding the quality, need, and efficiency of
programs

the burn out of administrators as a result of unresolved issui:s in
program evaluation and change.
7. Procedural issues

the dilemmas encountered-in determining who is best qualified to
review programsfor example, if an agency hires a consultant, it might
be accused of -handing decisions to outsiders, if it does hqt, it might
be criticized forlack of objectivity

the absence or a buffer between institutional and state academic
officers to protect the staff on the firing line (the availabilitY of a
sounding boarda standing committee or an academic councilhav-
ing been found to be helpful in diffusing criticism)
8. Environmentalissues

the existence of economic and sociopolitical uncertainty (e.g., groivth?
steady state? decline?)

the existence of a particular state ideology (e.g., conservative) that
may cause serious resistence to upgrading an agency's authority, sup-
plying requested data, or accepting recommendations

the impact of a specific incident overshadowing ail other efforts------
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for example. a lughly publicized lawsuit, a change in governors or
pohucal parties,_ or another incident that may result in disequilibria
ip the personalitit:s an,d values involved.

._ ._

Clearly, not all of the obstacles arc reduction specific. It would be naiveu
to expect that problems that could not be sohed in times of expansion
could now be eliminated in a period of retrenchment. Both agencies and

institutions have come to lvadize that perhaps the only realistic way to
overcomethes .! hindrances is.to work around them by grallually wosking
toward policy changes: re% iewing some of the procedural problems, and

using innoVative coping-mechanisms and incentives.

Program DiscOntinuAnce at the Institutional Level
The tone with respect to program discontinuance at [hi: institutional level
changes considerably. . This is the point where the traun'a ocads and where
statistics become human beings who are concerned about their jobs and
professional future. The atmosphere is further influenced by rep( the

press that tend to fuel the impression that adminismators are rut and

certainly not in a position to evaluate the.quality of academic te aing
and-scholarship. Othei criticisms- focus on not providing for enough inpur
from faculty and students and on the general lack of openly sharing long-

range curricular plans with the community. Other points of contention
center on legal aspecn such as issues of entalement and tenure Aliother
accusaton is that the political leanings of professors.(or of a specific pro. .,

gram) are the cause for program discontinuance (Dougherty 1981b) Clearly,

it is difficiilt to be an objecthyobservcr on either side.
. . ,

Litera'ture on prop am discontiduance falls under many heldingspro-
gram review (Seely 1981), reduction, reallocation, and retrenchmenr(Mor.
timer and Tierney 1979), financial exigency (Moore 1973a); faculty reduction

(Dougherty 1981b), and decling resources (Richardson 1978). While in

most of these areas program discontinuance is not the central issue, much

can be learned about the general concepts of mahaging decline. v

One general theme in these pnblications is the need for continuous
program review as a way toevaluate acth hies, establish general standards
of quality and quantity , and respond to the general request for account.
abilit,i.. Even though program review may not produce any hard and fast

or visible changes, institutiors are affected because of "changes in prior-
ities, communication patterns, budgetary processes, and plannidg activ-
ities" (Seeley 1981, p. 59).

Another common thread is*.lhe need to plan for reduction and reallo-
cation rathei than to _react to acute ,shortfalls. Planning may inf.-I:We-re
viewing whether an institution's governance structure is suiilible for an

.era of declining resources (Mortitner and Tierney 1979), crting long.
range preven t Lve contingency Pians( I,Moore 978a), or,providiqg fo? bet tgr
institutional research to support the decisoi process (Richardson 1978).

Yet another theme is the concetn for appropriate policies and guide-
Ames. clearly, the unresolved status of tenure in jimes of reirenchment is
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a tent ral Issue heie. Over the past years. institutions hay e developed such
vary ing attitudes and polities toward tenure that it is impossible in this
monograph to gene! alize on their implitations for program discontinu-
ance. The answers to the follow ing questions are pa6meters each insti-
tution has to ponder indn idualls. Is tenure regal ded mainly as job security
or as protection for academit freedom? g. it housed in the department
(and could be dissolv ed if the unit ceases to exist) or in the university at

-Jorge? Is it within or without a unionized system? Can tenure be with-
drawn on the basis of the faculty member's lack of quality? Can tenure
be withdrawn on -the basis of financial exigency (and v% hose finantial
exigencythe department's, the college's, or the institution's)?

Although AAUP guidelines exist for releasing tenured faculty under
,ondktions of financial exigendes. they apply only imperfectly to program
discontinuance. Atcording to the AAUP's 1940 Statemem ut Principles on
Academic Freedom an4Tenure, which in 1975 was translated into policy
guidelines entitled Recommended Institutional Regulations on Academic
Freedom and Temire, tenured faculty or those-wected to get tenure can
be disnussed on the grounds of financial exigcniks. The regul a t ions define
financial exigent) as "an imminent financial trisis (criteria for defining
crisis are given] which threatens the survival of the institution as a whole
and which cannot be,allev iated by less drastic means.' (Brown 1976, p.
5). This statement on finant la! exigenty , however, does not mesh well, with
program reduction, because chances are that if only cost factors were
considered as a basis for dicontinuance, many notoriously non-self-sup-
porting program:, would have to be eliminated bcforc an institution could
select the programs it feels ought.to bt closed.* The criteria for program
reductMn, however, ought to go beyond strict cost factors: A program's
value-to the institution, to die students, and to the env ironment at large
needs to be taken into consideration (Cope 1982). It is these criteria that
lack objective measures and that have been the cause of-many legal en-.
tanglements.

Rather than approath program distontinuance from the issue of per-
sonnel,, more and more institutions have bi:gun to assert that in times of
hardship unn,rsities ought to be able to determine which programs they
can afford to otter and that affected-fatuity mill be actommodated with.
thor best.4nd fairest efforts. Procedural guidelines specifically for pro.

.gram thscommuante used to-be rare, but recently an increasing number
of institutions have developed suth provisions for eliminating curricula
(Davis and Dougherly 1978). ,

li lesponse to two problematic attempts at-program discontinuance,
the University of-Michigan dor eloped formal polky arid procedural guitk
lines for program distontinuante that are intend.xl to provide answers to
the following questions. (1) Who should 'decide which.program to dim-

A1 this writing, the "lega'ql," of finanual exigent) as a cause for program ch."--
continuance and-fatuh) la)uffs is once again uncle! distussion (see Chronicle, ol

Higher Education, March 17, 1982).
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mate? (2) What criteria should be used in making these decisions? (3) What

safeguards should be giy en to tenured and nontenured faculty and her
employees if a program were to be eliminated? (4) What safeguards should
be given tr 7:!udents in such a program? In addition to mt.ntioning criteria
for reviewIncluding quality, centrality, impact on state needs, cost, and

the chances of internally relocming tenured faculty the guidelines pro-
vide safeguards for faculty and students and mention several steps for

decision and appeal.
Formally approved by the Board of Regents, the guidelines were ap-

plied for the fir§t time in 1980-81 as the College of Literature, Science.,

and the Arts reviewed the Department of Geography for possible discon-

tinuance. Although criticized and perhaps needing clarification, they have

become polio. and in fact have established the,principle for orderly closing

a specific unit. (See the third section of Ahis monograph. for more detail
and a description of some of the remah ing dilemmas.)

The analysis of that case confirms ome of the inferences drawn by

Dougherty in his study of 10 cases of pr iram discontinuance: (I) that it

is possible and feasible to eliminate pro ams to reduce expenditures or
reallocate funds and that despite case su dies speaking to the pain and

trauma involved and despite the pending q iestions of tenure, the Oinciple

has been firmly established in higher edu tion; (2) that decisions about

program discontinuance must be within tl e framework of the institution's
or college's mission and that the questi n must takeinto account both
budget and educational needs; (3) that the process must be guided by

strong leadership and protagonists for hange; (4) that program discon-
tinuancealthough in most caSes tri cred by a specific incident,,such

as a financial shortfallcan rarely be one quickly enough to respond to
that immediate cause (1981b). Dougl rty's emphasis on the need to ap-

proach program discontinuance as a I ng-range planning issue confirms

the main theme of this reportto app 'oach program discontinuance by

design rather than by default.

Summary
Literature on decline and program discontinuance sPe ..ficatly indicates

that our environment is-often hostile to.change: Socien is unprepared
and reluctant to accept a nongrowth world; institutions by heir very

nature are conservative organisms, resisting change because of tradition,

inertia, and bureaucratic proliferation; most policies are products oi an

expansionist ideology, and guidelines for program discontinuance are only

gradually being developed, change, includingdiscontinuance, is expensive

in that it requires start-up resources and lead time, which-are-typically

' not available when program discontinuance is being considered. A host

of difficulties and obstacles to implementation beset program discontin-

uance at the state level and at the institutional level. Inferences from

multiple case studies indicate that program discontinuance is a prgcess

with many components. Although interrelated, they can be analyzed, de-

veloped' and improved independentry. '
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. , Procedural Aspects of Program Discontinuance

Although the closure ()fa program may be triggered by a variety of reasons,
it almost alw ays.follows a program rev iew . The process of program review
is frequently discussed in four separate steps. (1) injtjation, (2) review,
(3) decision making, and (4) implementation and assessment of impact.
Of'these steps, tnitiation and rev lin% have been analyzed and documented
in great dFtaily while relatively few analyses focus on the remaining steps,
particularly assessment of impact. One reason for this lack may b that
reviews seem to have their greatest impact on the general knowledge base
of administrators and thus their impact isandirect and intangible (Seely
1981). They provide few specific answers.

Initiation of Progradi blscontinuance
The initiation of program discontinuance depends upon the system of
higher education in a given state and thus may occar either through a
state agency or directly on the institutional levd.

State level. Many state agencies for higher education, including thc na-
tion's large multicampus systems, have developed van( as mechanisms
potentially leading to the elimination of programs. One such method is a
compreheasive, usually cyclical, process of program review. These reviews
lead to closures only if accompanied by simultaneous announcements of
reduced budgets (Melchion,1980). Once these signals (formal or informal)
are sent out, it is up to the institutions to designate their low -priority
programs,

Another method of selection used by state agencie!, is the establishment
of tripwires by -which weak programs can be identified. Tripwire's range
from a single criterion (costs in South Carolina) to several (costs, output,
institutional prionty, and program quality in West Virginia)(Berdahl 1975,
p. 13). Flagging occurs formally (e.g., asking institutions to substantiate
their reasons for offering low-demand programs) and informally en-
couraging university officials to follow up on indications of low demand).
Accreditation agencies, professional associations, faculty, administrators,
and the public have also initiated the process. (For more information on
state-level flagging and program review, see Mekhiori 1980, pp. 65-68
and I8g-90.)

Causes for initiating reviews tend to be multifaceted, the following
seem to be the most important triggers:

* duplication or overlap within the region or state
questionable quality based on requirements, outcomes, amount of

research, publication
a flooded job_ market ,

costs (low enrollment, low faculty:student ratio, high support costs)
questionable appropriateness of subject measured again;t perceivq

needs, public opinion, etc. (Davis and Dougherty 1978; Barak 1975).

Most state agencies like to circumv ent the labels of quantity and quality

3
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as causes for program re% iew (Dougherty 1979), fearing that evaluating
quantitative criteria like cost would deny the %cry mission of higher ed-
ucation and that eyaluatini quality, may mobilize faculty into defending
their beleagured colleagues. Selecting indkators of quality is particulaily
sensitive, because most faculty would claim that the quality of a program
directly depends upon the resources (i.e., dollar appropriations) the uni-
versity bestows upon It. The state of Washington is an exception in that
the state board readily adtmts to using nothing but quantitative criteria,
the rationalebemg that quanutatiye criteria will also reflect quality pi o-

grams (Doughtfrty .1979).

Institutional level. Initiation at the institutional level :n post cases rests
with Individual colleges and then, deans. Although often triggered by re-
ductions in base budgets, the opening of proceedings to discontinue a
program,or department is based, on both qualitative and quantitative
criteria. Review occurs on the basis of thive broad factors: (1) the aca-
demic quality of the program under consideration; (Z) the' changing en-
vironment in which higher education must operate; and (3) the changing
priorities of the institution or the suite (Dougherty 1981b, p. 1 1 ).

In the case of the Department of Geography at the University of Mich-

igan, an initial review of-several troubled departments occurred within
the critella prescribed in that institution's guidelines for program dis-
continuance. Having identified.onespecific department, the college began
official proceedings, in the form of full-blown internal and external ?ro-
gram reviews and consultation with the college faculty.

The initiation of program discontinuance may well be the most crucial

part in the entire sequence of events. It is at this point all subsequent
actions are set. One problem in the Michigan case was when to consult

with the department. Michigan's guidelines for program discontinuance
mandate that a department be consuhed before comprehensive review

and the decision-making process begin. It was found, however, that this
requirement could not be fulfilled to everyone's satisfaction. It seem rea-
sonable to assume that no unit would be able to assist constructively and
objectively in a process that may lead to its demise. Particularly difficult
is Michigan's requirement for early consultation. On tile one hand, once

a target has been identified, the point of early consultation has passed.

On the other hand, fairly complete data must be assembled before an
hinial decision to open proceedings can be made and announced To this
day, the questions of when early consultation is supposed to occur and
how it can take place constructively an,d-realistically remain unanswered

ro initiate program discontinuance, proper timing must be considered,

realistic goals developed, a process established, and obstacles and incen-
tives identified. In the consideration of timing, it is recommended that
the actors,evaluate the situation and take preparatory steps before initi-
ating program reviews that may lead to discontinuance. Declining or stag-
nating finances, student enrollment, and program quality must be amply
indicated. A "shotgun" approach must be avoided. The situation should
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nut be allowed to bevvine su despaiate that not enough time is left for
Aiscussing alternatives.

Timing also ,play s a roie in the political ar:na. For instance, tt is im-
portant to know sv hethvr or nut ventral executiv e officers are willing and
able to make vorklusne c...usions, if not, it may be advisable to pursue
reduvtion through other means. Propel timing requires an analysis of key
actors in the organization. It is important to know who is likely to be in
favor of termination, who resists :Imnge, and who nuglwact as a catalyst.
If previous expel lenve indivates that personnel are likely to resist program
discontinuance, it may be necessary to cultiv ate a group of actors who
favor change before-broaching discontinuance again. , ..

Realistic goals for program discontinuance, the second concern, can
be general or speufk. Some general goals,night be to induce awareness
that retrenvhment is possible, Li delineate the institution's pi iorities, or
to enfoi-ce quality control. Specific goals might be expressed in terms of
program or budget. to eliminate programs with fewer than three graduates
pet year or to reduve, the institution's budget by 10 percent b,v eliminating
all quantitatnel,v and qualitatively marginal programs. Expecienve sug-
gests that the absolve of an ov erall plan, and objectives for the institution
and its units van be interpreted to meri that program.disvontinuarive is
a rather vapricious undertaking or that the administi anon is unwilling
share its plans with the facult'y. Goals should be developed to lend reason
and,onsistenvy to the subsequent establishment of procedures for review,
criteria. evaluations, and time frames. For instance,'a state university
could decide that all Ph.D. programs in the humanities that bad fewer
than five graduates duringeavh of the past three years shouldbe evaluated
by a joint committee of internal ev aluators and external vonsultants. Cri-
teria for the evaluation, in addition to produtAiv ity , might be the state's
needs, the proximity of similar programs atother institutions, and quality
of the faculty.

The third important concern is the process of discontinuance itself.
Mims (1978) and Seely (1981) have identified various levels of intensity
in reviews and alternatives to the process,,TheY argue-that organizations
are seldom in a position to design' new procedures. Rather, procedures
are being shaped-incrementally by existing policies sometimes guide-
linesby the infrastructure, and by tradition. th view of the fact that''
program disvontinuarke tends to vreate resentment and resistance, formal
policy and de facto arrangFinents should be reassessed and possibly al-
tered as a way of building consensus, then subsequently published.

A fourth vonvern is the identification of potential obstacles,and incen-
tives. Obstacles might include a highly.political environment, differences
in departments' power and prestige, or pressures frotn various spedal
intei est groupsstudents, facults., alumni, legislators, (A oiganizations.
Prevautionary strategies or contingency pJans should be developed to eval-
uate u. diffuse suvh interferences. For inctance, one way to avoid alienation
from the very beginning might bk invite broad participation in the
provess, Another strategy might be n) pros ide programmatk or finanvial
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,
incentives for chsconunumg p1 ogi anis the agreement that new programs

will be approved if deadwood is eliminata the pronnse not to deduct
saved kinds or to Include indicators ol cost efficiency in othemise en-
rollment-dnven appropriation formulas, or the promise of less interfer-

ence from above vv nh gieIIcr %olut.Iar% program discontinuance

-Program Review
In view oh the fact that goals of prog.am discontinuance, the mode of
interaction, and wrung hay e already been determined during initiation,
program review can be looked uporias the firsustep toward implementing
these decisions.

Models for evaluation. Literature on program rev iew has mushroomed

tremendously during the past decade, and Dressers work (1976) on eval-

uation models, criteria. and procedures has long been regarded as spear-

heading the field. Dressel differentiates evaluations according to their
objectives: (1) .leading to the development Of new programs, (2) leading

to decisions about resources (input evalbation), (3) evaluating previous
decisions (process evaluation), and (4) reviewing the achievement of goals

, (output evaluation). Output evaluation may be the most appropriate con-

cept for program discontinuance (Berdahl 1975). It may lead to:

identifying correspondencies and discrepancies between original ob-

jeetives and actual attainments
identifying unintended results and suggestions as to pOssible Causes

providing for information and sunestions for decisions to alter pre-

vious Plans.and processe's
providing for quality control
providihg for basic information and suggestions furcontinuing, mod-

ifying, or terminating programs (Dressel 1976, p. 16).

Typically, program reviews initiated by the state are conducted by

outside consultants, while those initiated by an institution are conducted

by in-house personnel, usually ,faculty. Although various schools still rely

on consultants or an- external team of reviewers, the majority of institu-
tions-have found that method too costly.

Criteria. At rhe core of the review process is the selection of criteria 'to be

used in the evaluation. -Selecting an appropriate model for the specific
evaluation temls to be a lengthy, , formative process of adapting or adopting

existing models or designing new ones. Practitioners agree that criteria
for evaluation need to strike a compromise between what ought to be
assessed and what can reasonably be assessed. The following 10 criteria

have been reconimended:

J. the number of graduates from the program in each of the last fiVe

years
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2. the number of students enrolled in the program, rates of entry and
dropout
3. the site of classes and the cost of conrses identified as integral

elements in the-program
4. cost per program graduate
5. faculty workload
6. program quality as reflected by its regional or national reputation,

faculty qualifications, and the level of position achieved by graduates
*

of the program , \
7. totaLnumber of-program graduates in sintr-Trograms from all

institutions in the state, region, or nation ``"....,4

8. the economies or improvements in quality t&be achieved by cot
sojidating or eliminating the prograrn
'0. general student interest and demand for tft program4
10. the appropriateness of the program to the institution's mission
(Southern Regional Education Board 1977, p. 4). -'

\-1
//

.espite the...years of experience in selecting criteria and indicators to
measure them, much-contention continues to exist. For instance, in the
case of -the University orMihigan's rc 'ow of the Depattfient of Geog-
raphy, the main cause of disagrment-focused on the ref' vive importance
of quality vis-A-vis centrality of tile discipline. The loll ving chart illus-
trates how the interplay between these two criteria, pa/ iculaHy if neither
is particularly weak nor strong, can cloud decision infiking:

. :.1*.

Quality Centrality 'Decisiott

high , high A Continuance

high lOw \ .?

low high . ?

low low Discontinuance

'-- i

If quality is of prime impor ancy, oi4. K could argue that superior quality
might result in more cent ality/, low 4ualit, even in a typically central

, discipline, might cause a mov,4 away from centrality. Conversely, if cen:
trality is the main cone rn, I6w quality shouldlbe improved by weeding
out weak faculty or b in fgorating the_onit with new blood and new
resources. The financi I s e of this argument becomes secondary in that
centrality in the int ual marketplace would seem to imply a certain
justification for.secur enough resotirces. But intcllo_ tual difficulties rest
not -cv-ily ih determining the relative priorities of these two criteria but
also in defining and measuring the co cent of centrality itself. Within the

. galaxy of offerings, how does one detr,nne the degree of importance of
. any one discipline? Should it be placetf by an ideal perception, and whose?
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Or should it be placed on the basis of demand as demonstrated by some
truasurable criteria?*

I.egitimacy,of the review-team and data. Another difficulty encountered
in the evaluation of programs is the fact that the good intentions of faculty
conducting internal. reviews are difficult to realize. Willingness to serve
on a particular review committee seems to put those faculty in an adver-
sarial position vis-a-vis the faculty undo review and the faculty who rally
to the support of their beleaguered colleagues. Even the most thorough
and objective members of a review team may find themselves labeled
adversaries, if not henchmen. The same can be said about the data used.
Comments that certain issues are unfair, irrelet ant, incorrect, or biased
seem to 1:),! part of the process. -

Participation of faculty. Literature in organizational theory, sugeests that
the implementation of retrenchment contributes to centralization and
more authoritative methods of governance tRiley "and Baldridge 1977;
Cohen and March 1974). 9ne reason for this development may be that
faculty (and students), althbugh steeped in the collegial mode of govern-
iuent, find it difficult to generate substantit e,objections, in part because
overall information is lacking. Consequently/ discussions tend to focus on
procedural matters like the legitimacy of particular criterion or of spe-
cific.data rather than on the economic, curricular, and qualitative issues
at hand.Realistic counterproposals are raTely vOiced, a situation that-ma
lead to the impression that tough decisions cannot be made through dem-
ocratic processes including the total faculty and consequently must be

handled-through representation.

The department vis-a-vis the dis,ppline. The formation of antitermination
forces can assume powerful dimensions.(Melchiori 1980). While resistance
can occur in the form of outright verbal protests, a more subtle version
is Just as difficult, to deal withthat is, the inference by people outside a
particular unit ersity that a particular discontinuance means nothing short
of passing judgment on the legitmacy of the discipline per se The extent

to whicksucka spillovel effect occurs is directly related to an institution's
national standing and prestige, an influehce a unit ersity "nornrally" would
not want to' deny.

Decision MAing
The trauma of the decision stage will depend upon care taken and fairness'
exercised in the two pre% ious phases. Theoretically , the final decision most
likely will he me-5y-a-150a-rd of regents of the-institution orpf the system.
It seems to say, however, that the decision will:likely be negative without

*For further insights on this. issue, see Kotler and Murphy (1981); in which the
authors describe an evaluation tool for academic portfolios whose primary dimen-

.sions of evaluation are centrality and quality, -
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the consent of the affeitcd deaa to discontinue one of his or her,programs.
Similarly. It. seenw unfeasible foi college administrators to request dis-
continuance without ha% ing assured themsel% es a fair chance of success
w;ith their trustees before opening any proceedings

The decision-making phase is likely to become a fairly complex issue
in light of ce-aam characteristics of postsecondary institutions. In a de-
centralized organization with a strong tradition of faculty governance, it
can-be anticipated that the degree of mistrust in the process, the criteria,
and the data used is directly related to whether the actors involved are
perceived to be faculty cm-administrators. Another problem, especially in
large institutions. may arise if it can be tugued that a specific department
is not the weakest and that many others less qualified in the university
will be left untouched. Clearly, in a highly decentralized system neither
intellectual measures nor organizational mechanisms exist to conduct
supracollegtate comparisons of raison d'être _and quality . Autonomy in
this case shows-its-less desirable attributes.

It.is important to recognize that the amount of participation by faculty
and students in a process as comprehensi% e as the diminat ion of a program
or department is definitely limited. Clearly, , the pros and cons of discon-
timing a unit or the quality of individuals cannot be discussed, much less
resolved, by the collective faculty . The same can be said abont students'
participation. The size of the institution and the complexity of its % arious
budgets and existing commitments liwit their insight and thus the utility

.. of their Input. Another factor is ahe rapidity with which, these decisions -
sometimes need to be made to respond tb unexpected shortfalls. Although
ampfe provisions for participation ought to be built into the process, it is
necessary to draw a line between advisory capacities on the part of faculty
and students and decision-making powers on the part of then represen-

.
tatives.

Yet another potential dilemma is the accusation that small mins are
more likely to be discontinued than larger uni ts. Cases o% er the pas1 decade
have indicated that the larger the unit and the more national re4istanCe
the discipline can generate, the more difficult it is to pursue reductions
(Melchion 1980). The sheer. force of.disciplines like nursing, English, o
history secms to prutect ..weak subfields within them. (The point can be
made though that large,units`might be able to bring about internal "ter-
minations" wthout public attention.) In the e% aluation of options, equi-
table and efficient solutions need to be sought. .

A review teaitmight try. to accommodate this problem by proposing*
e' two solutions. discontinuance of the en tire'depart merit or discontinuance

of a.program or programs within a department. While at first glance the
former seems to be rn R:. drastic, the latt,er is in fact potentially much
more iadica Lint hat-malkws for the elimination of weak fields in otherwise\
strong and central departmc n ts as Well'as for the retention of strong parts,
in otherwise weak departmen . Its major handicap, however, is that un-
less it is initiated by the departnnt itself, it Might be viewed as a witch
hunt aimed at selected individuals Because of such potential for misuse,
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discontinuance ofyiograms within a department remains an almost Un-

tested alternative.
Yet another concern is the importance of being specific about decisions.

Shortcomings and suggested courses of action must be explained. 11 the

program is to be modified, specific recommendations and possible sources

of funding must be pointed out. If the program is to be merged, conditions
andliiitiators should be pointed out. A constructive Urinate must be main-

tained if it7-1:rogram is to be kept until it has been further reviewed or
until certain aspects have improved. Terms like "probation" might hot
be appropriate to use in this case. In all of these ca,ses, it is imperative to
be specific about time frames within which changes are to-be made.

Different conditions exist if the institution is more interested in having

individual colleges iSentify their excellent. esSential, and marginal pro-

grams for the purpose of gradually shifting allocations. in those cases,

decisions might specify to what extentftinds are to 1?e shifted from one

category to another and within what time frame. Individual schools must
have.as nnich flexibility as possible. Program discontinuanc is less trau-

matic when programs are allowed.to die inconspicuously.
Developing incentives for discontinuance and mechan sms for coping

with-it can aid in the acceptance of a decision to terminate. Funds for

program development could be provided to encourage change and io ac-

commodate transitional phases. Faculty.xetraining centers, Possibly,sub-

stdized by state agencies, might be established to teach new marketable
skilis. Another incentive might.be to- point out the political clout to be

gained by closing marginal programs. Such gains might be manifested
later in program approval or budget allocations.

Finally, the right- to appeal a decision to terminate a program might
become an important factor. Very little has been written,about formal
provisions for appeal. Onc reason could be that,administrators feel the

process itself provides ample, opportunity to speak up, provide data and
Counterdata, and literally argue at every step of the way. Still, some ev-

idence indicates that objections were voiced but nobody seemed to be
designated to review and respond. Dougherty's research describes a case
where faculty and students felt a program,was earmarked for discontin-

uance because some,of the faculty had Marxist leanings. In another case,

although the review would justify closure, the faculty felt the decision was
premature,because the program -was still being developed, almost inev-

itably indicating that faculty members' research and publications were
not yet up to standards (1979; .1981a; 1981b). These cases indicate how

important it is to clearly enumerate expected program goals. All newly

approved progranis should contain provisions for long-range expectatiOns,
future reviews, and criteria for closure.

Impltmentation,and,the Assessmenf of Impact
Very little information is avallabie on how SPecific-program-doseres-wiTe
implemented and what the results have been. This lack of feedback is

apparent on both the state and the institutional levels (Melchiori 1980).
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Regaraing closures mitiated by state agencies. it was found that,com-
munication between the agencies .and the institutions tends to decrease
as the events proceedAkcisions to discontinue programs are made and
left to the institutions tu deal w ith. Agencies apparently selicit information
on the approximate numbei of programs discontinued but are hot in.-
formea about how the closures weie accomplished. Agencies have even
less information on terminations initiated by institutions. For closures
initiated by institutions, the lack of complete information is not so much
the absenc'e of anY data as it is reluctance on the part of those who have
been intimately involved in the process to be approached about the issue,
its outcomes. and their reflections. Particularly in highly pubjicized cases,
the actors feel that-it is time to move on and return to a "normal" state.

such.an attitude may be understandable, it is unfortunate none-
theless that no comprehensive analyses are available.

It is safe to say that, nationwide, only a limited number of academic
departments have been eliminated. Closnres of entire schools'have been
considered in several cases (e.g., Michigan State University ),-but most
cases were rook ed through compromises. Most discontinuations were
the result of mergers, major rev isions, or elimination of "paper" programs
or ceitain Aegrees, ty ptcally reorganizations driven by natural attrition
rather than by actually laying off employees. The following assessment of
impacts is extrapolated from recent case studies, surveys, and articles
(see, for example, Dougherty, 1979, 1981a, 198 th; Mingle 1978, Melchiori
1980, 1981, 1982).

Ithpact on students. In general, impact on students can be assumed to be
minimal, as programs with large enrollment are rarely terminated. Pro-
visions are often made for protecting students by allow ing them reason-
able oppormnity to complete the program. However, whether "reasonable
opportunity" is two years or four years for undergraduates seems to be
one of the problems.

One complaint frequently voiced by students is that decisions to change
curricula are made without their participation, Michigan State Univer-
sity's attempting to close entire schools once again broug it to light long-i
standing resentment by students, who felt that they lv, ve no v oice in
shaping the curriculum and influencing decisions about hudgets.

Inipact on faculty. Newspapers and professional journals increasingly
a.report on instnutions . intending to lay off or release large numbers of

faculty. . (California in fact is currently finalizing a plan to lay off faculty).
So far, howev ei , relatively few tenured faculty have been released as a

,threct result of program discontinuance. This is not to say that major
changes have noroccurred_They,have. but hard data are difficult to obtain.
One reason is that faculty begin to look for new positions befoi e the. rev.icv.
of their program is completed. The tendency for many moves and shifts
to occur before the actual moment of program closure may relieve ad-
ministrations of many problems. Subst,,antially more lawsuits have been
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filed by faculty or in their behalf than by students. Manx of them are
currently in various stages of investigation. Typically, the interpretation
of tenure (job security or protection for acaderic freedom?), the dOnii ion
of financial exigencieh, int oh ement,bx a union, and questions yr entitle-
ment are at issue, the decisions in these cases are expected to leave their
nmrks olphighey education.

Impact on academic prOgrams. It is not surprising that very little infor-
mation is available on the,impact of program discontinuance on remaining
programs.and on the entire selection of program offerings. One difficulty

goes back to the problem of defining discontinuance. Another difficulty is
that the extent of reallocationclosing some. programs so as to support
others betterwould netd to be taken into account. Information seems
toindicate that in.many-cases.funds sax ed by;closing-programs had to be
used to pay utility bills or to make up shortfalls in appropriations rather
than for actual program improvethent.

kthird difficulty in assessing the impact of program discontinuance
on the remaining programs is that to assess the scope it would Iv necessary
to look at the extent to which new programs have been established during
the same time. Trading new programs for the elimination of outdated
programs is a fairly common, albeit informal,, practice ,between institu-
tions apd their agencies: In addition, umbrella, or interdisciplinary pro-
grams may have been created to accommodate curricula that were formerly
satisfied by individual programs or departments.

Impact on institutional budgets and organizational behavior. Saving money
bydiscontinumg programs puts institutions in a double bind. On the one
hartd. they have to.prove to their imernal constituencieg that the savings
are worth the upheavelka difficult task, because, for the Most part, the
only immediately aible saviggs are nonacademic costs. Savings from
faculty salaries occur only from terminating nontenured positions, while

savings from tenured positions (assuming faculty are relocated rather than
laid off) emerge gradually, upon retirement or as faculty eventually secure
other-positions. On the other hand, institutions do not want to advertise
their savings lest the state reduce their next budget. This fear is unfounded

so long as enrollment-driven formulas are tised to assess state pllocationS.
Riogram discontinuance has little effect on enrollment, as enrolkd stu-
dents are allowed to finish ,and new students are expected to be accom-
modated in related programs. Typically, budget savings-are reallocated
internallyto the departments, colleges, etc. That this practice indeed
occurs is supported by the fact that new programs are often approved
without allocating new dollars. One can conclude that 'program discon-
tintiance seems to contribute positively to the general goal of adjusting
to changing curricular demands within existing, even declining, budgets,*

*For informanon on the impact of program disontinuance on the relationship
between universities and stale agencies see Melchiori 1980.pp. 154-63.
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Program discontinuance needs to be evaluated after it 'has been im-
, plemented. Although holistic and summi-tive assessments may be un-
realistic in the current climate, it seeMs that small-scale, incremental
studies could be conducted. Researchers and administ.ators should:

,analyze the changes in enrollment in programs similar to the one
discontiaued at otber oearby institutions

assas the impact of program discontinuance on a given state:s need
'for human resources compared to the number of graduates.

compare budgets before and after discontinuance, pirticularly spe-
cific categories like overhead, research, and other support costs

analyze turnover patterns, for faculty in aliyen unir "
- monitor the effect of program discontinuance on existingresearch,
rate of publication, etc., specifically by faculty in related disciplines

review data on closures in light of information on approved new
programs, particularly in terms of budget and staffing.

It may be morercalistic to begin assessing impact increrientally. Small
pockets of information may then lend themselves to the evaluation of
broad:r, less tangible issues, such as the impact of program discontmu-
anp!. on Organizational "behavior',',ed stress, the level of trust and good-
will, and the quality and appropriateness. of remaining programs. It may
then be possible to reach a more conclUsiye verdict on the utility of *pro-
gram discontinuance as a vehicle for change in general and a toot kr
reduction in partiCular.
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Planning for'Program Discon'tinuance

What constitutes p constrzwtwe climate for reduction? A constructive en-

yironment ig prepared to deal with the psychology of decline, handle

questions of policy, minimize ad hoc decisions about curricula, provide

alternatives, minimize stress, and develop app*ropriate coping mecha-

nilawan-d structures fol incentives and rewards. Provisions intended to

:make program discontinuance the result of careful long:range planning

, rather than the response to imm .1;ate-pressures can be-categorized in
three ways: those that affix t orga Illation. those that are concerned with
planning, and those' concealed with the structure of incentives and re-

wards.
-

-Organfzational Provisions
These recommendations would provide an institution (either directly or
thrqigh-its state agency),with the policies, data, and personnel to design

strategies for program discontinuance.

Development of guidelines for program discontinuance, So far, very few

institutions have formal guidelines for program discontinuance: instead,
they lean upon their existing policies for due process and common law

practices for evaluations of programs and personnel. These. policies and

practices, however, may be insufficient to cope with the problems and

dilemmas associared with program discontinuance. Two possibilities are

worthy of consideration.,one focusing on personnel, the other on procedure

and curricula. ,

r The University of itirisconsin System in 1975 developed a set of pro-

visions for reductions that focus on personnel. Once a formal declaiation

of financial,exigency has begn issued, these provisions allow for laying off

faculty and eliminating program functions. They provide criteria, pro-
cedures for review, and support measures, which may include f2/months'

,.
notice 8f layoffs, paid leaves of absence, and others (Pondrum 1980, p. 55).

Using the other approach, the University of Michigan's guidelines for pro-

gram discontinuance provide for input from faculty and stijdents in the

'evaluation process, prescribe a sequence of d0;113n points require tbat
students be allowed to finish in their declared major, ani demand fair

efforts to-relocate affected faculty.
.

Clearly, 111.,:se two procts.ses differ substantially in they approach, but

the result of both issimilar: the development of a set of s i ecific guidelines

that provide needed backbone in a given situation. .trenchment calls

for "guidelines that allay fears and solve problems, at tbibutes . . . difficult

to obtain in the typical higher education environme,it of organizational

ambiguity [that] does not lend itself to' precise cqiction" (Davies and

Morgan 1981, p. 39). Building on a conceptual four-phase model of policy

formation by Enderud (1977), Davies and Morgan/postulate that policies

for nonroutine, highly.visible, and potentially conflict-laden situations be

based trem an'itistitutioic's traditional pattern cfNciskon making. As most

universitier6Perate on t combination of Cour olfganizational Modelsthe
bureaucratic (Weber 1947), the collegial (Milieu 1962), the political (Bald-

/
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ridge 1971a, 1971b), and the organized anarchy (Cohen and March 1974)
the formatton uf policy must allow,foi these components and weigh them
according to tradition and perceptions of the power structure. Thus, the
process of formulating policy IT .ty consist of an ambiguous period (phase
1), a political period (phase 2), a collegial period (phase 3), and a bureau-
craticdexecuth c-period (phase 4).-Dav ies and Morgan point out that miss-
ing qi phase, or not Alowing ample time, or mismatching actors in the
process (politicians and bureaucrats, for instance) may lead to ,abortion
of the process and require starting ove-r.

The...advantage of developing guidelines for "continuance along this
evolutionary model is that It facilitates attention to both'the task at hand
and the process. Clearly, the complexities and stages involved and the
time required-make It imperative that these guidelines be prepared before
any discontinuance is actually initiated. :Based on the experience at the
University of Michigan, where formulating policy required two years, the
need to plan for discontinuance.cann-ot be emphasized :slough.

The.utility of any guidelines must not be,overestimated, however. While
they may play a useful role,,serving as a point of reference or as a scapegoat
at various times, it must be noted that the guidelines may actually be
counterproductive in the effort to guarantee orderly input from faculty
and students. ExperienCe with Michigan's guidelines has shown that, be-
cause the regents ultimately will resolv e any process operating under these
guidelines, the locus of decision making is quite removed from the place
of impact and thus may in fact work counter to faculty members' partic-
ipation. Similarly, operating under these guidelines will inev itably mean
performing in the public cye. There is less room for bargaining, making
concessions, or planning. for inconspicuous phasing out behind closed doors.

The role of institutional research offices during reduction. College ad-
ministrators will require greater sophistication in planning and in the
development of data if they are to provide meaningful leadership in the
decade ahead. Richard Ricardson argues that good instiLational research
is a prerequisite for goed management (1978, p. 69). As they v ary S'o greatly
in their responsibilities, mission, and influence in,the organization, it is
difficult tu propose specific roles for institutional research offices in the
process of changing curricula, but perhaps they could:

assist in conceptualizing a process for program review in line with
the institution's.degree of (de)centralization

identify appropriate data and estimate the cost and time involved
in:retrieving and interpeling-them

function as a clearinghouse of information on models of p. igram
reviewi, case studies.of program discontinuance, literature about or-
ganidtional decline, AAUP guidelines on financial exigency,' and in-
ternal precedents for program reduction

analyze existing and potential modes of operation between the in-
stitution, other universities, and the state agency with respect to de-.
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veloping interinstitutional at ianvements for curricula, staffing review
co..mmittees,sharing information about the job market, and providing
data for a comparative information base

share experience in the use of computer databases w ith college- and
departnent-leyel people who are int Olved in the rev iew process.

The participation uf the institutional research office can be int aluable
when termination of a specific program is considered. Experience has

shown that the alidity ol the,data gathered and compared is. related
directly ,to the provider,ana- whether that unit Or person is seen as an
adversary or protagonist, as "administration" or "gaculty," Rather than
having the administration gather initial information, the affected de-

partment "counter" information. and the ret iew committee yet another

set of.data, those int olved should consider delegating the entire function
to the institutional researeh office. Doing so would require that et eryone,
have a fairly good i}lea and agree in principle about what criteria should
be taken into account and how much comparative dafa are needed and

useful. Hat ing the data collected by a neutral third party could prevent
crincism about lack of object it ity, , further, this method would allow some
consistency in theiylease of material to the public and the press

Dissemination of information. The process of pros iding information about
plans and decisions tends to fake longei than expected, p.erhaps partly
because facukty feel the administration has been talking about reduction
for a long time. Regardkss,it is important to make sure'tliat inftinhation
is available, at all times through A variety of sources (the media and at
faculty meetings, fur example). It could include basic information about
changes in managerial stYles, in letels of expectation and performance,

in criteria for promotion, in the distribution of salary increases, as well
as how to obtam,funding for research or learn new marketable skills,

Program discontinuarxce as a singular objective. Administrators should
take care not to open too many Pandora's boxes during the program dis-
continuance process. Experience has shownlhat one particular activity
or Intent, perhaps the least popular one, will cause many skeletqns or
unresolved issues to emergefol example, the extent of students' partic-
ipation, the relative power of smalf ersus larg5 departments, the extent
of faculty governance in times of retrenchment, the untested status of
tenure, oi the lingering ambiguity regarding the makeup of the curriculum
and the priorities and .values of higher education in general. One is re-
minded of Cohen arid March's "garbage can" process, a model reflecting
the-fact that organizational phenomena normally regarded as isolated and
pathological begin to emerge if conditions for more normal and rational
models are no longer present (1974, p. 91). The difficulty is that it may
not be/possible in most instances to wait until these issues have found a
new riexus around which to revolve and then quietly move ahead and

zdecide upon the actual issue at hand.
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Prov6ions for l'huming
Continuous reviews and long:range planning. Institutions should under-
take-continuous program rev iews; This recommendation goes far beyond
the typical cycle of program review now being pursued by must colleges
and univerkities. It suggests 'that departments review their priorities at
ever' decision point, requesting faculty positiong in accordance with cur-
ricular needs rather than replai!ing a specific position, outlining plans to
reduce numbers of personnel along the lines of expected natural attrition,
reviewing the possibility of sharing faculty across disciplines in innovative,
arrangements, and considering collapsing administrative umbrella struc-
tures for prey lously separate centers and institutes. It is important in all
of theseactivities to focus on functions or curricular enaties rather than
on individuals, which would force indiv iduals into defensive reactions and
undooperative behavior.

Establishment of review teams. The review of programs is a process re-
quiring tact, objectiv ity , knowledge of the database, and basic institutional
guidelines. All these requirements involve training and experience in guid-
ing active review teams. Learning these skills should occur in normal
times, not in times of stress. lin many .instances, review teams have been

found function as a neutral buffer between a state agency requesting
certain reviews and its constituencies, or between a dean and an affected
department. To be accepted by all parties, the quality and stature of the
team members is all the more important.

Development of sunset provisions. The rrotorious lack of agreement on
program objectives and criteria fur re) icy% insgeneral has lung been a major
cause in preventing the serious consideration t4 closing an entire program
or departmcnt. Several years ago, Colorado intoduced a new idea into
the state governmental-processsunset legislatiork. This provision means
that a new policy, program, or agency is implemented with the stipulation
that it be discontinued whenev er its raison d'etre iS fulfilled o nut being
accomplished within a given time. A total of 27 postsecondary state agen-
cies are using sunset prov isions in issues ot,program development:

Six state agencies now mandate sunset provisions whenever a new
program is approved. This means that the newly approved progiam,

-- --be-reviewed-within-one, two, or five years. Some-of-these states grant
only conditional approval until a first program review has taken place.
(In four of these six states the state government had Officially enacted
sunset legislation.)

One state agency ineludes sunset provisions only in cases of pilot
programs. (This state/S government had also officially enacted sunset
legislation.) .

Twenty state agencies now recommend that new programs be re-
viewed within a certain time frame. (In nine of these 20 states the
government had officially enacted sunset legislation.)
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Sixteen states.weie found not to use any sunset provisions. rypically,
those state agencies fur higher education have no progriun apRroval
authority to begin with (Melchiori 1980, p. 57).

Although no attempt was made at the time of the research to assess
the actual utility and success of such sunset prov isions, both state and
institutional bodies,whose function It is to approve programs shonid con-
sider the inclusion of sunset provisions in the actual evaluation of the
proposed activities, issues of criteria and timing need to be devehiped
with the full knowledge of those plahning to work in these activ ities

Provisions for incentives and Rewards
Although not much empirical information is available on the impact of
incentives, their use per se has long been recognized as a tool to influence
the behav ior of people with respect to desired performance. Fenker (1977)
suggests that the identification and ranking of incentives for an institu-
tional environment will result in the creation of institutional standards.
(He identified 17 incentives.) Indeed, the neglect of .;:icentives at various
stages in the discontinuance process has a compounding negative impact
on final implementations. Conversely , the strategic employ ment of coping
mechamsMs may have a constructive effect on actual terminations, pro-
ducmg less negative publicity and fewei formal complaints or lawsuits
(Melehion 1981). With the recognition that most obstacles to discontin-
uance are not specifically related to reduction but tO dilemmas and issues
in higher educatun, It would be unrealistic to assume that these obstacles
could now be dealt w ith formally and directly for the purpose of imple-
menting eurriculai changes. A v ariety of measuressome very subtle,
others quite openhave come into being to circumvant some of these
problems. The suggested incentives ..ad mechanisms for coping display
culler construct wei go.sz t or pion iro moth e attributes. The focus here

is on those that trre perceived to have a positive impact on the process
To varying degrees, these suggestiocs may apply to all strata of higher
education organmanons. to state agencies dealing ye ith their universities.
tu universities dealing w ith then respect iv colleges, and to colleges deal-

ing with their departments or programs. -

Cultivation of a reduction ideology by:'
announcing a new "era" that is advertised with a slogan like "re-

newal through reduction" or "smaller and better"
appointing people oriented to change to key positions to break up

forces that resist change within the organization
Inducement of retrenchment b.% owenthys or xewards for re-

duction by:
stimulating programmatic change through tradeoffs (e.g., approv ing

new programs or fiositions without allocating additional funds)
developing bugetary incentives (e.g., amending existing enrollmen t-

driven budget formulas to include specific incentives for performance)
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signaling satisfaction with administrators who pull for tile institu-
tion by.granting merit increases

emphasizing political advtIntages (e.g., goodwill for the institution
with the state agency, the legislature, the appropriations comthittee,
goodwill for ale department with the college, etc.)
Clarification-or ntodifmation of existing authority and procedures by.

reviewing and possibly amending formal and informal policies re-
garding curricular change

developing_guidelines for program discontinuance
establishing additional procedures for appeal
identifying appropriate criteria for review and their indicators
soliciting input regarding program typologies, criteria, and data needs

for the purpose of establishing mutually agreed upon procedures for
Aliscohtinuance and goals; ensuring objectivity of the decis:on process
Simulation of the implications of expected declining budgets androi en-
rollments by:

assisting in the development of hirihg ceilings,
assisting in the development of faculty reduction plans
determining appropriate ratios in tenured and-non tenured personnel

policies to reach desired goals
Enhancement of the change process "by:

avoiding major confrontations that may result in a polarization of
pro- and anti-change forces

preventing dramatic showdowns in court
avoiding the alienation ol important power blocs, such as alumni,

specific disciplinestor political parties
providing buffer zones between institutions and agencies in the form

of committees or academic councils for colleges and departments
Provisionofseed monies for:

transforming declining programs into attractive new interdiscipli-
nary programs, creating generic or thematic mergers, or'forming con-
sortia and other arrangements

stimulating research by establisNing a liaison betweet\ university
and Industry oras is currently done by many institutionsby cre-
ating formal research corporations

In addition to these suggestions, other incentives deal specifically with
individual situations, particularly with faculty in "threatened" depart-

ments.

Institutions need to recognize the plight of faculty affected by pro-
gram closure, merger, or consolidation by encouraging, or even sub-'
sidizing, the establishMent of retraining centers and providing
information on the job market.

Department chairpersons should not assume that reducing faculty
. necessarily means that those funds are lost to their units; some May

fact be traded to fill areas of Jowing demand.
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Incentives for retirement need to be developed that would allow a
person to retire before the age of 70 without the loss of regular salary
or fu,11 retirement benefits. As many as 10 different models for such
incentives have beeli identified (Patton 1978).

The mortgaging of future retirements.(that is, the premature filling
of positions that are expected to become vacant ag.the result of retire-
ment at a specific date) is a very realistic and widely encouragamethod
of planning for retirement. Howder, those in charge of hiring should
refrain from using It too extensively and prematurely because it may
narrow their options and decrease their freedom.

Chairpersons should look upon the annual salary program as a mer:
itorious rewaraystem; by stretching the "institutional average" from
zero to wfiateyer seems appropriate, or possible at the othei end of the
scale, some, faculty may get the hint,

Colleges should supplement prestigious Fellowship stipends with ad-
Tiinds to stiMulate research. faculty sometimes-uecline the

acceptance of such awards because they typically are below regular
salary levels. Supplements should.be designed se as to enhance their
attractiveness, increase possibilities for research, and contribute to
raising faculty morale.

'A Model for Coping Mechanisms
Although many agencies and ins_itutions have employed some of these
incentives and rewards, no ev idence exists that they are being used sys-
tematicallythat is, in a planned, time-ordered sequence that would be
most appropriate to the process of academic change. This proposed model
for coping with yetrenchment in an orderly fashion includes three phases
that would be in harmony with the kind of program review process used

, in a particular state or institution. (1) developing incentiv es to induce
reduction, (2) providing general devices for coping; and (3) establishing
rewards for the effectiv e implementation of retrenchment. The suggested
mechanisms should be considered for implementation before the formal
opening of proceedings, to discontinue a program.

Phase 1Development of incentives. Incentives can be used to encourage
institutions to become more oriented toward change and reduction, The
enpre incentive structure in a given state, institution, or college may have
to be reevaluated and pospibly reoriented to reflect the change of climate
from that of growth to that of decline, by amending budget formulas with
efficiency incentives or by providing seed money to iqitiate changes. It
could be done by denying the approv.al of new programg unless deadwood
is eliminated. Institutions may find it ',helpful to provide academic de-
partments with information on possii'fle options for reducing programs,
such as the elimination of subspecialties or certain degree levels, or merg-
ers of similar specialties. Institutions might find a, political incentive in
the goodwill they could generate with state legislators and the governor
by their display of fiscal fineSse.
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Phase 2Development of generAl devices for coping. toping devices can
be used to. help overcome or circumvent the obstacles and dilemmas en-
countered during change. The assumption is that, for the most part, one
cannot reafistically expect to eliminate the identified hindrances per se
but to overcome them informally and indirealy. An agency or institution
might use the following suggestions:

cultivate a reduction ideology
review legal authorities and procedures for prograin review, and

assess possibilities for appeal
develop specific guidelines for program discominuance and include

sunset provisions in approvals of new programs
simulate changes m budgets and enrollments and suggest needed

changes in policies that 1vou1d accommodate expected declines and
reductions

encourage the establishment of comparable databases between in-
stitutions and-the-agency

avoid the formation of antichange coalitions and dramatic show-
downs in court that-might result in bad,press for all

provide buffers between the agency and institution officials
encourage and subsidize the establishment of centers to retrain fac-

ulty and possii;ly provide regional job information to faculty
provide seed moneyfor curricular changes (e.g., mergers or consol-

idations) and for developing additional research activities.

Phase 3Developthent of rewards. The purpose of developing rewards for
having implernented changes in curricula is to maintaidthe momentum
for reduction beyond a particular review cycle. The main pfehicle seems
to be politicocconomic, in nature. Institutions need to feel _that thur pro-
grams, faculty, and students have something to gain from eliminating
underproductive programs, which might manifest itself in a state agency's
providing extra support for the creation of interdisciplinary and interin-
stitutional programs. Rewards Might take the form of-first access to es-
tablished priority funds, supplementary state appropriations, or other
assets for departments or colleges willing to reduce programs. Rewards
might become visible in the institution's subsequent political dealings
with the state government (or the department's intcraction with the col-

..
lege administration).

Summary
An orderly way may be found to considFr, plan, and implement curricular
change in general and ,program reduction in particular and by doing so
reduce some of the unpleasant,surprises and barriers experienced previ-
ously. While some of the activities proposed here are already pursued
systematically, It seems that stato and institution officials would benekt
from sharing their strategies more regularly, thus encouraging these rec-
ommendations to be Implemented in a selective, timely , and systematic
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fashion. The cultivation of,a clunde'conducive to retrenchment, the de-
velopment of guidelines for discontinuance and proper prOcedures for
review and appeal, and the analysis of obstades and incentives seem to
enhance the probability of gradual success in reducing programs. Appar-
ently. a cultivated climate produces less publicity and fewer glievances
yet sound and realistic curricula.
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